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https://mirror-magical.net

Click to move to 
English version 
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Check [ I agree to 
reuse... ] and enter your 

ID and password.

Click [Refer to 
past results]

The following multivariate 

analyses will automatically 

perform:

⚫ Multiple regression 

Analysis

⚫ Principal component 

analysis

⚫ Factor analysis

if the data size is sufficiently

large at least 20 data.

Your camera can work only in  

Google Chrome as a browser. 



Select what kind of 
data to analyze

List of recorded data is 
shown
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The initial value of the threshold of 
SN-Ratio is 0.75. Increase this value 
to analyze data that has little noise.

In order to unify the shooting conditions and 
maintain the order of the shooting times, it is 
best to select only those shot with the “The 
Mirror Magical".

Order of moving average

Number of common factors when factor analysis performs
（ Number of common factors＜ Number of variables）

Method of rotation in factor analysis.
Select “No”, “varimax”, or “promax”.
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Click to select variables to analyze
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Select one objective variable for multiple regression analysis 
with the radio button.

Check and select multiple explanatory variables for 
multiple regression analysis.
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Click when you have finished selecting variables
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The categories of selected 
data are shown. 

The objective and explanatory 
variables for multiple 

regression analysis are shown.

The number of data that meets the categories is shown.
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The objective variable, its estimated value, and the time 
series of each moving average value are displayed.
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Click the legend part and the 
corresponding graph disappears
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Click the legend part and the 
corresponding graph disappears



The explanatory variables and the time 
series of their moving averages are 

displayed.

Scroll to 
see the 

remaining 
explanatory 

variables
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Click to display the results of multiple regression analysis
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The formula for estimating the 
objective variable from the 

explanatory variables is shown.

The smaller the p value, the 
more significant the variable.
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The larger the multiple correlation coefficient, 
the higher the accuracy of estimation.

Similar results are displayed 
for moving averaged values
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Explanation of regression 
analysis using R-language 

is here, but in Japanese

Click to show the results of 
principal component analysis 
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Number of each 
principal 

component

Vector representing the 
coordinates of each 
principal component

Factor loading = vector 
representing the coordinates of 

each principal component 
× square root of eigenvalue
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Cumulative contribution rate [%]:
The percentage that can be 
explained up to the principal 

component
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The larger the absolute value, 
the greater the contribution to 

the principal component.

Distribution of factor loadings on the first principal 
component-second principal component plane
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⚫ If there are two variables selected, 

only the 1st principal component-2nd 

principal component plane will be 

displayed.

⚫ Even if the selected variable is 4 or 

more, it will not be displayed after the 

4th principal component. 19

Distribution of factor loadings on 
the 1st principal component-2nd 

principal component plane

Distribution of factor 
loadings on the first 

principal component-3rd 
principal component plane

Distribution of factor 
loadings on the 2nd 

principal component-3rd 
principal component plane



Click to show results from factor analysis
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Number of common factors＝３，
Promax rotation(oblique coordinate)



Rate of each variable 
explaining the variance of 

each factor

Correlation among factors 
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Uniqueness of each variable
(The larger the value, the stronger 

the uniqueness)



Rotation matrix when rotating each 
factor coordinate

Chi-squared statistic on the null hypothesis 
that the variance of the factor model is equal 

to the variance of the data

The p-value when this χ2 statistic follows the χ2 distribution
Null hypothesis is not rejected if p-value is 0.05 or higher

⇒ A model of the number of common factors holds.
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Determine the number of common factors based 
on the factors that have dominant eigenvalues.
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共通因子数
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Distribution of factor 
loadings in the 1st-2nd 

factor plane

Distribution of factor 
loadings in the 1st-３rd

factor plane

Distribution of factor 
loadings in the 2nd-3rd 

factor plane

Distribution 
when the 
number of 
common factors 
is 2

(In this example, 
a model with 2 
common factors 
also holds)

⚫ In 3D space, there is a 

possibility that it can be 

separated into a pulse wave 

amplitude group (red frame) 

and a heart rate interval group 

(purple frame).



Click to return to the page 3 
and reset
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Click to see details of this data
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The mean value of 
each variable in this 

data is displayed
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Click to redisplay the analysis result of 
this data (radar chart, etc.)

Click to delete this data from the database.
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Make sure that the measurement accuracy is 
sufficient. It is desirable that the minimum 

value of the SN ratio is 0.7 or more.
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Click to download the 
corresponding csv file
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Open the downloaded file in 
Excel
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Video Pulse Signal

Time [s]

[gradation] [gradation]
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The case of a correlation diagram between 
1 variable and 1 variable

(Simple regression analysis)



Select one objective variable 
and one explanatory variable

Click to display the correlation diagram 
(simple regression analysis)
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The objective variable, its estimated value, explanatory variable, objective variable [moving average], its 

estimated value, and explanatory variable [moving average] are displayed.
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By clicking on the legend of unwanted variables,

Objective variable: strain time, its estimated value, explanatory variable: only pulse wave amplitude is displayed.
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Correlation diagram is displayed.

Vertical axis: Objective variable (distortion time), horizontal axis: Explanatory variable (pulse wave amplitude)
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By clicking the legend of unnecessary variables, 

only the objective variable: strain time [moving average], its estimated value, and explanatory variable: pulse 

wave amplitude [moving average] are displayed.
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Taking the moving average, it can be seen that 

the distortion time, which is the blood pressure 

correlation value, has a slightly strong correlation 

with the pulse wave amplitude.

⇒ When blood pressure rises, pulse wave 

amplitude decreases.

Correlation diagram is displayed. 

Vertical axis: Objective variable [moving average] (distortion time), 

horizontal axis: explanatory variable [moving average] (pulse wave amplitude)
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